Abstract. The asymptotic growth of the largest zero of the orthogonal polynomials for the weights W(x) =| x \he\r>( -k | log | x | j') is investigated.
1. Introduction. Freud [3] , [4] investigated the largest zeroes of orthogonal polynomials for weights on ( -oo, oo). Nevai and Dehesa [5] studied the sums of powers of zeroes of orthogonal polynomials. Here we investigate the asymptotic growth of the largest zeroes for the weights Proof. Wigert [7] explicitly found p"iW0; x), n = 1,2,..., while Chihara [2] constructed discrete solutions of the moment problem corresponding to W0, which provided some information regarding the distribution of {xnj(WQ)}n ¡. Using the relation Whix) = ah2W0ix/a2h),
x G (-00,00), where a = exp(l/4Ac2), it follows that
PniWh;x) = a-"»+2"2pn(W0;x/a2>'), «=1,2,..., and hence the results of Wigert [7] and Chihara [2] for W0ix) generalize to Whix), any b G ( -00, 00).
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